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	Leverage the power of Intel Galileo to construct amazingly simple, yet impressive projects


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to connect additional hardware to the Intel Galileo to easily create complex robots
	
		Understand GPIO pins on the Galileo and how to use them
	
		Control a DC motor so that your unit can drive wheels or tracks.



	Who This Book Is For


	This book is for anyone who has ever been curious about using the Intel Galileo to create electronics projects. Some programming background is useful, but if you know how to use a personal computer, with the aid of the step-by-step instructions in this book, you can construct complex electronics projects that use the Intel Galileo.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Access the Linux system that is the basis for Galileo to add even more complex hardware and software
	
		Install and use the software development environment and connect to the Galileo and develop programs for it
	
		Add a simple display to the Galileo
	
		Connect external HW to the GPIO pins
	
		Control DC motors with the Galileo
	
		Add sensors to a Galileo-based project
	
		Access your Galileo wirelessly
	
		Understand the basics of sketches, include files, and HW support



	In Detail


	Intel Galileo Essentials provides step-by-step instructions on how to use the Galileo in Do-It-Yourself electronics projects. We begin by powering up the Galileo and loading the development system to get started. Post this, we look at GPIO capability in general along with the basics of programming the GPIO pins, also learning how to connect external HW to the GPIO pins. Moving on, we begin connecting a display to the Galileo, while learning the important points such as importing the support files, programming text and graphics, and getting input from a touchscreen. More significantly, we start controlling motors, adding sensors, and learning how to communicate wirelessly with your Galileo projects.


	We conclude by building a wide variety of projects with the Galileo such as controlling servos for walking robots, hacking toy robots with the Galileo, and creating an ROV (Remotely Operated Vehicle) with the Galileo.
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Handbook of Boolean Algebras, Volume 2North Holland, 1989

	This Handbook treats those parts of the theory of Boolean algebras of most interest to pure mathematicians: the set-theoretical abstract theory and applications and relationships to measure theory, topology, and logic. It is divided into two parts (published in three volumes). Part I (volume 1) is a comprehensive, self-contained introduction...
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Digital Video and HDTV Algorithms and Interfaces (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003

	Rapidly evolving computer and communications technologies have achieved data transmission rates and data storage capacities high enough for digital video. But video involves much more than just pushing bits! Achieving the best possible image quality, accurate color, and smooth motion requires understanding many aspects of image acquisition,...
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Building Windows 8.1 Apps from the Ground UpApress, 2013

	This book is the perfect introduction for anyone wanting to create sophisticated Windows 8 apps for the first time.


	Assuming only a basic knowledge of HTML and CSS we'll walk you through the development process using C# and VB. The book will familiarize you with the tools you'll need to use in order to make the most of...
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Mastering MagentoPackt Publishing, 2012


	Among open source e-commerce platforms, Magento has emerged in a relatively short period of time as the most popular, advanced e-commerce platform on the market. Since 2008, Magento has evolved to claim its own place as an advanced, extendable system.

	Magento Inc. claims that people have downloaded the Magento software package over 2.5...
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Troubleshooting Java Performance: Detecting Anti-Patterns with Open Source ToolsApress, 2017

	With just 30 minutes of troubleshooting, how close can you get to finding the root cause of a Java

	performance problem? What observability tools would you use? What subsystems would you investigate?





	This book is a short curriculum in Java performance tuning for Java server-side developers. It explores

	one methodical...
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PIC Microcontrollers: Know It All (Newnes Know It All)Newnes, 2007
The Newnes Know It All Series takes the best of what our authors have written over the past few years and creates a one-stop reference for engineers involved in markets from communications to embedded systems and everywhere in between. 



PIC design and development a natural fit for this reference series as it is one of the most...
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